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Diffusion of degenerate minority carriers in a p-type semiconductor

C. P. Weber\textsuperscript{a) and Eric A. Kittlaus

Department of Physics, Santa Clara University, 500 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California 95053-0315, USA

(Received 11 October 2012; accepted 17 January 2013; published online 6 February 2013)

We report ultrafast transient-grating experiments on heavily p-type InP at 15 K. Our measurement reveals the dynamics and diffusion of photoexcited electrons and holes as a function of their density \( n \) in the range \( 2 \times 10^{16} \) to \( 6 \times 10^{17} \) cm\(^{-3} \). After the first few picoseconds, the grating decays primarily due to ambipolar diffusion. While, at low density, we observe a regime in which the ambipolar diffusion is electron-dominated and increases rapidly with \( n \), it appears to saturate at 34 cm\(^2\)/s at high \( n \). We present a simple calculation that reproduces the main results of our measurements as well as of previously published measurements that had shown diffusion to be a flat or decreasing function of \( n \). By accounting for effect of density on charge susceptibility, we show that, in p-type semiconductors, the regime we observe of increasing ambipolar diffusion is unique to heavy doping and low temperature, where both the holes and electrons are degenerate; in this regime, the electronic and ambipolar diffusion are nearly equal. The saturation is identified as a crossover to ambipolar diffusion dominated by the majority carriers, the holes. At short times, the transient-grating signal rises gradually. This rise reveals cooling of hot electrons and, at high photocarrier density, allows us to measure ambipolar diffusion of 110 cm\(^2\)/s in the hot-carrier regime. © 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4790275]

I. INTRODUCTION

Charge-carrier diffusion coefficients in semiconductors have been studied for decades, owing to their importance as parameters in the operation of semiconductor devices;\textsuperscript{1–5} indeed, diffusion currents sometimes greatly exceed drift currents. The diffusion of minority carriers may differ from the same carriers’ diffusion coefficient when they are majority carriers\textsuperscript{6} and so must be determined independently. The difference may be particularly important when the majority carriers are degenerate.

Many devices contain degenerately doped regions, such as the base of a bipolar junction transistor. Under conditions of high injection, both majority and minority carriers may be degenerate, as occurs in the active layer of a diode laser. The diffusion coefficient of degenerate minority carriers, however, has not been explored.

In this work, we measure the diffusion of minority electrons by measuring \( D_\alpha \), the coefficient of ambipolar diffusion.\textsuperscript{7} When an excitation such as the absorption of light creates equal numbers of excess electrons and holes, each species briefly diffuses according to its own density gradient. As the positive and negative charges become spatially separated, the resulting electric field, the Dember field, causes the more mobile electrons to be held back by the less mobile holes. The resulting conjoined motion of the two species is ambipolar diffusion. Because the degree of charge separation is small, ambipolar diffusion is usually described under an approximation of local charge neutrality.

Due to the flexibility of optical measurements, the use of photoexcited carriers has emerged as a prominent method for measuring ambipolar diffusion.\textsuperscript{8–14} However, the density of photoexcited carriers can strongly influence the measured diffusion coefficients.\textsuperscript{5,13,14} Experiments on n-type semiconductors give a consistent result: \( D_\alpha \) is either an increasing or a flat function of photocarrier density. For instance, recent work on n-GaAs quantum wells has shown \( D_\alpha \) (or the related “ambipolar spin diffusion”) to be increasing in lightly doped wells\textsuperscript{15} and flat in nominally undoped wells.\textsuperscript{11,12} Bulk p-type semiconductors, however, have been less studied, and the results vary: Paget et al.\textsuperscript{14} recently observed ambipolar diffusion in GaAs that strongly decreases with excitation density, while Zhao\textsuperscript{10} saw no density dependence in silicon. Here, we report measurements of heavily Zn-doped InP and find \( D_\alpha \) first to rapidly increase and then to level off.

Electron-hole scattering has been shown to influence the dependence of \( D_\alpha \) on photocarrier concentration,\textsuperscript{13} particularly in p-type quantum wells at low doping.\textsuperscript{8} However, for bulk material we find that even neglecting density-dependent scattering rates, we can harmonize all three behaviors seen in our and others’ data—increase, decrease, and flat—in a simple calculation following the approach of van Roosbroeck.\textsuperscript{7} We assume local charge neutrality but account for the influence of carrier density on the charge susceptibility. The regime of increasing \( D_\alpha \) that we observe is unique to heavily doped samples at low temperature. In this regime, \( D_\alpha \) nearly equals the electrons’ diffusion coefficient.

Our ultrafast measurement allows us to separate several physical processes by their time-scales. The slower part of our signal reveals ambipolar diffusion. The faster part, lasting just a few picoseconds, reveals the effects of electron cooling and trapping. In this regime, we are able to measure a very rapid ambipolar diffusion of holes and hot electrons. In keeping with our interpretation of the longer-time data, this rapid diffusion is due primarily to the decreased charge susceptibility of hot electrons.

\textsuperscript{a}Electronic mail: cweber@scu.edu.
II. METHODS

To measure the diffusion and dynamics of photocarriers, we use an ultrafast transient-grating method. A pair of “pump” laser pulses is simultaneously incident on the sample. The two pulses are non-collinear and interfere; their absorption excites photocarriers in a sinusoidal pattern with wavelength \( \lambda \) and wavevector \( q = 2\pi/\lambda \). By locally modifying the index of refraction, the photocarriers create a “grating” off of which time-delayed probe pulses diffract. As photocarriers recombine and diffuse, the grating amplitude decays at a rate

\[
\frac{1}{\tau(q)} = Dq^2 + \frac{1}{\tau_0}.
\]

Here, \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient, and \( \tau_0 \) is the lifetime of spatially uniform excitation. Measuring \( \tau(q) \) at several \( q \) determines \( D \). We measure the diffracted probe amplitude in a reflection geometry, improve the efficiency by heterodyne detection,\(^{16}\) and suppress noise by 95-Hz modulation of the grating phase and lock-in detection.\(^{17}\)

The pump and probe pulses come from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with wavelength near 800 nm and repetition rate of 80 MHz. The pulses are focused on the sample to a spot of 145 \( \mu \)m diameter. As the laser’s fluence is varied, the probe pulses are always a factor of 12 weaker than the pump pulses. At 800 nm, InP has an absorption length of order 0.3 \( \mu \)m and reflectivity of 0.3 (Ref. 18), so at our highest fluence, each pair of pump pulses photoexcites electrons and holes at a mean density of \( n_{\text{ex}} \approx 2 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3} \).

Implicit in Eq. (1) is the assumption that \( n \), and therefore \( D_n \), is independent of position. The pump pulses’ interference excites densities from 0 in the grating’s troughs to 2\( n_{\text{ex}} \) at the peaks. However, the recombination time in \( p \)-type InP is 33 ns (Ref. 19), while our interpulse spacing is 12 ns, so a steady-state population of photocarriers accumulates. Diffusion spreads these carriers uniformly, raising the troughs to about 2\( n_{\text{ex}} \) and the peaks to 4\( n_{\text{ex}} \), and making \( D_n \) roughly position-independent.\(^{20}\) The mean value \( 3n_{\text{ex}} \) corresponds to our highest fluence, to an electronic quasi-Fermi energy \( E_{\text{qf}}/k_B \approx 380 \text{ K} \). The steady-state photocarrier population assists in cooling hot electrons to the lattice temperature, since carrier-carrier thermalization is more rapid than thermalization through phonons.

The pump pulses create a carrier population within about 0.3 \( \mu \)m of the sample’s surface. As the carriers diffuse inward, some leave the probed region, causing the grating’s diffraction efficiency to decay. This decay process may contribute to \( 1/\tau_0 \) but will not influence the measurement of \( D \) because the inward diffusion is insensitive to the grating’s in-plane wavevector \( q \).

All data we report are on a \( p \)-type sample,\(^{21}\) Zn-doped to a room-temperature carrier concentration of \( 4.5 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3} \), which corresponds to \( E_{\text{qf}}/k_B \approx 190 \text{ K} \). It is oriented (100) and has room-temperature resistivity \( \rho = 2.65 \times 10^{-2} \Omega \text{ cm} \) and Hall mobility \( \mu_H = 53 \text{ cm}^2/\text{Vs} \). Except where noted, all transient-grating data are at 15 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows typical time-dependence of the signal \( S(t) \) diffracted from the transient grating after high-fluence excitation. \( S(t) \) rises slowly, reaching its full amplitude only after several picoseconds, then decays exponentially. The time evolution of the transient-grating amplitude consists of three distinct pieces, well described by the equation

\[
S(t) = -Ae^{-t/\tau_{\text{rise}}} + Be^{-t/\tau_{\text{peak}}} + Ce^{-t/\tau_{\text{fall}}}. \tag{2}
\]

Here \( \tau_{\text{rise}} \) is the characteristic time of the curve’s rising component, typically a few picoseconds; \( 1/\tau_{\text{fall}} \) is the rate of the grating’s relaxation. The term \( B \exp(-t/\tau_{\text{peak}}) \) is zero except under very low-fluence excitation (Sec. III B 2), in which case \( \tau_{\text{peak}} \) has a value intermediate between \( \tau_{\text{rise}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{fall}} \). We begin in Sec. III A by discussing the dynamics of the falling component and take up the rise and the peak in Sec. III B.

A. Ambipolar diffusion

By the time that the transient-grating signal begins to fall exponentially, the photoexcited electrons and holes have largely equilibrated to the lattice temperature. Electrons and holes are constrained to move together, resulting in ambipolar diffusion.

The lower two curves in Fig. 2(a) show the decay rate 1/\( \tau_{\text{fall}} \) as a function of \( q^2 \). The agreement with Eq. (1) reveals that carrier motion is diffusive. Strikingly, excitation at a fluence of 1.2 \( \mu \)J/cm\(^2\) results in electrons and holes that diffuse much more quickly than they do when excited at 0.15 \( \mu \)J/cm\(^2\). Figure 2(b) shows the variation of \( D_a \) at low fluence, it rises swiftly with the density of photoexcited carriers, before saturating at high density.

We explain the observed variation of \( D_a \) in terms of the electron and hole mobilities \( \mu_e \) and \( \mu_h \), the background hole density \( p_0 \), and the density \( n \) of photoexcited electrons and holes—which increases linearly with laser fluence. Under the assumption of local charge neutrality, one obtains the well-known result\(^{1} \) for the ambipolar diffusion coefficient

\[
D_a = \frac{\sigma_e D_e + \sigma_h D_h}{\sigma_e + \sigma_h} . \tag{3}
\]

![FIG. 1. Curves showing the time-dependence of the transient grating's amplitude for high-fluence (2.1 \( \mu \)J/cm\(^2\)) excitation. Values of \( q \) are 1.26 \( \times 10^4 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) (diamonds), \( 2.51 \times 10^3 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) (squares), and \( 4.53 \times 10^3 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) (circles). Lines are least-squares fits to Eq. (2) with \( B = 0 \). Curves decay more quickly at high \( q \), indicating carrier diffusion of 34 cm\(^2\)/s.](image-url)
unipolar diffusion coefficient \( D_e \) by the factor \( \chi_e^2/\chi_h^2 \), but at low fluence, \( \chi_e \approx \chi_h^2 \). For sufficiently high \( n \), electronic degeneracy causes \( D_a \) to increase with \( n \), as observed. To reach high \( n \) while maintaining \( n \ll p_0 \), as at our lowest fluences, requires a heavily doped sample.

At fluences much higher than those used in this experiment, \( n \gg p_0 \), the diffusion is proportional to the hole mobility and increases with \( n \); \( D_a = n \mu_h/e \chi_h^2 \). The crossover from electron-dominated to hole-dominated ambipolar diffusion results in the apparent saturation of \( D_a \) seen in our data [Fig. 2(b)] and calculations [Fig. 3(b)]. If the ratio \( b = \mu_e/\mu_h \) is sufficiently large, the crossover region may be approximated by both \( n \ll p_0 \) and \( n \mu_e \gg p_0 \mu_h \). In this case, \( D_a = p_0 \mu_h/e \chi_h^2 \), giving \( D_a \propto n^{-1/3} \) at low temperature. In fact for InP \( b \) is of order 10 (Ref. 25), so the crossover is narrow enough to appear flat rather than decreasing.

1. **Numerical evaluation of Eq. (6)**

To further elucidate our and others’ results on \( p \)-type semiconductors, we evaluate Eq. (6) numerically. To avoid the complication of density-dependent mobilities, we plot the ratio \( D_a/\mu_h \) for a few representative values of \( b \), using the InP electron and hole masses shown in Table I. The results for lightly doped \( p \)-type material at 15 K and 300 K appear in Fig. 3(a). For both temperatures, at low photocarrier density, \( D_a/\mu_h = b k_BT/e \) is a constant. It decreases in the crossover region, then increases in the hole-dominated, high-fluence regime. (By contrast, Eq. (6) shows that for \( n \)-type samples, \( D_a \) never decreases with \( n \), consistent with measurements in nominally undoped \(^{11,12}\) and Si-doped \(^{15}\) GaAs quantum wells.)

Figure 3(b) shows \( D_a/\mu_h \) calculated for a sample doped as heavily as ours. For low temperature, even at low excitation density, the degeneracy of photoexcited electrons causes \( D_a/\mu_h \) to increase with \( n \); this behavior does not occur at high temperature or in lightly doped samples at any temperature. The crossover regime manifests as the saturation seen

\[
D_e = \sigma_e / e^2 \chi_e = n \mu_e / e \chi_e,
\]

with an analogous equation for holes. These equations are just the Einstein relation, written in a form that is valid at all temperatures. In three dimensions, \( \chi_e \) must be evaluated numerically, \(^{24}\) but in the non-degenerate limit Eq. (4) reduces to the familiar expression \( D_e = \mu_e k_BT/e \). In the degenerate limit,

\[
D_e = n \mu_e / eN(E_{ed}) \propto n^{2/3} \mu_e,
\]

where \( N \) is the density of states.

Combining Eqs. (3) and (4),

\[
D_a = \frac{(p_0 + n) \mu_e \mu_h}{e\mu_e + e\mu_h(1 + \frac{n}{p_0})} \left( \frac{1}{\chi_e} + \frac{1}{\chi_h} \right).
\]

We can write the last factor as \( 1/\chi_e^2 \equiv 1/\chi_e + 1/\chi_h \). As \( n \) increases with fluence, \( \mu_e \) will decrease (as will \( \mu_h \), more slowly), but this decrease is typically quite weak. \(^{25}\) If we treat \( \mu_e, h \) as constants, Eq. (6) can explain our observation that \( D_a \) rises and then saturates. In fact, \( D_a \) will vary nonmonotonically, giving varied behaviors that match the variety of trends observed in \( D_a \) vs. fluence.\(^ {10-12,14,15}\)

To gain insight into Eq. (6), we evaluate it first in several limiting cases, then numerically. When \( n \ll p_0 \), at low fluence, \( D_a = n \mu_e / e \chi_e^2 \). This result differs from the electrons’

**FIG. 2.** (a) Grating decay rate \( 1/\tau \) vs. \( q^2 \) at 15 K. Falling component: 1.2 \( \mu J/cm^2 \) (circles) and 0.15 \( \mu J/cm^2 \) (squares). Lines are fits to Eq. (1). The higher slope of the line at high fluence indicates significantly faster ambipolar diffusion than at low fluence. The rising component of the signal (diamonds, 1.2 \( \mu J/cm^2 \)) diffuses still more quickly. (b) Diffusion as a function of photoexcited density, as measured by excitation fluence. Diamonds: diffusion of the rising component at the two highest fluences. Circles: ambipolar diffusion of the falling component. Lines connect the points. At low fluence, \( D_a \) is electron-dominated and rises rapidly; at higher fluence an apparent saturation of \( D_a \) is a crossover to hole-dominated diffusion.

**FIG. 3.** (Dual-log scales) Numerical calculations for \( D_a/\mu_h \) for \( T = 15 \) K (solid) and 300 K (dashed). For each panel, curves are \( b = 3 \) (higher) and 30 (lower). Each curve is normalized to its low-fluence value. (a) Lightly doped, \( p_0 = 10^{16} \) cm\(^{-3} \). (b) \( p_0 = 4.5 \times 10^{18} \) cm\(^{-3} \), corresponding to the sample measured in this work.
in our highest-fluence data. Beyond this saturation, in the hole-dominated regime, \( D_a / \mu_h \) continues to increase.

For heavy doping and 300 K [Fig. 3(b), dashed lines], the calculated \( D_a / \mu_h \) does not increase at low fluence. Low signal precludes measuring our sample at 300 K, but we have measured \( D_a \) at 80 K [Fig. 4(a)]. It confirms our expectation by behaving intermediately between the high- and low-temperature predictions, increasing more weakly than at 15 K.

Turning to others’ data, Fig. 4(b) shows the evaluation of Eq. (6) under the conditions of Refs. 10 and 14. With increasing fluence, these papers found \( D_a \) to be unchanging and strongly decreasing, respectively. Accounting for the experiments’ doping levels and material parameters (Table I), the calculations reproduce both trends. The figure also shows calculated curves for the specific conditions of our own measurements, using our best estimate of the mobility ratio, \( b = 10 \). The 80 K prediction for \( D_a \) does increase weakly with \( n \), as observed.

B. Short-time dynamics

1. Rise

The transient grating’s behavior at short times, while electrons are still hot, further supports the analysis presented above. Figure 5 shows the signal for high-fluence excitation. At higher \( q \), the curve not only falls more quickly but also rises more quickly. A plot of \( 1 / \tau_{\text{rise}} \) vs. \( q^2 \) [upper curve of Fig. 2(a)] reveals diffusion that is much faster (3.2 times greater) than the ambipolar diffusion of the fall.

The increased ambipolar diffusivity of hot carriers arises from two factors. First, in polar, cubic semiconductors hot electrons’ diffusivity has been observed to exceed that of cold electrons by factors up to five.26 Under optical excitation, holes are heated much less than electrons, so we suppose that \( \mu_e \) increases while \( \mu_h \) remains unchanged; then Eq. (6) shows that electronic mobility can increase \( D_a \) by a factor no greater than 1.6, because in the crossover regime at high fluence, \( D_a \) is strongly influenced by hole mobility. The remaining increase comes from \( v_e \), which depends on the electrons’ density and temperature. A modest electronic heating of about 45 meV, for instance, would make the electrons non-degenerate and increase \( 1 / \tau_{\text{rise}} \) by a factor of two.

The electrons’ initially high temperature may also give the rise its distinctive shape: a sign opposite to the rest of \( S(t) \) and a short lifetime. Our pump and probe photons have the same energy, and the diffracted signal \( S(t) \) arises from transient, local changes to the complex index of refraction evaluated at the probe’s energy. The pump pulse initially excites electrons to states above the conduction-band minimum. As the electrons cool, they move to lower energy states that are no longer degenerate with the probe-photon energy. We speculate that this cooling may be accompanied by a shift in the primary origin of \( S(t) \)—for instance from phase-space filling to bandgap renormalization or free-carrier absorption. The latter two mechanisms are expected to yield a sign opposite to that of phase-space filling.27

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>( p_0 ) [cm(^{-3})]</th>
<th>( T ) [K]</th>
<th>( m_e^* )</th>
<th>( m_h^* )</th>
<th>( \mu_e / \mu_h )</th>
<th>( D_a ) vs. ( n ) measured</th>
<th>Fig. 4(b) line</th>
<th>Data Fig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present work</td>
<td>Zn:InP</td>
<td>( 4.5 \times 10^{18} )</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>.079</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao(^{10})</td>
<td>B:Si</td>
<td>( 10^{15} )</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Increase (slight)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paget et al.(^{14})</td>
<td>Be:GaAs</td>
<td>( 10^{17} )</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. Parameters used in calculating \( D_a / \mu_h \), taken from Refs. 1, 10, 14, and 25. \( m_e^* \) and \( m_h^* \) are density-of-states effective masses in units of the free electron mass. Calculations of \( \gamma \) assume parabolic, isotropic bands.

FIG. 4. (a) Measured diffusion vs. fluence at 80K. \( D_a \), as expected, increases more slowly than at 15 K. The diffusion of the rise remains much faster than that of the fall. (b) \( D_a / \mu_h \) normalized to its low-fluence value, calculated using parameters from Table I. Under the conditions of: our experiment at 15 K (1) and 80 K (2); Zhao at 90 K (3) and 300 K (4); and Paget et al. (5). Calculated trends agree with those observed.
All prior observations. The slowing is attributed to the hot-electrons’ rapid thermalization. This thermalization slows at short times. The diffusion coefficient of the rising component, $110 \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$, is much faster than the diffusion of the falling component.

The rise’s lifetime of a few picoseconds reflects the electrons’ rapid thermalization. This thermalization slows at high fluence [Fig. 6(a)], in keeping with many, but not all, prior observations. The slowing is attributed to the hot-phonon effect; hot electrons couple primarily to LO phonons. The LO phonons couple weakly to acoustic phonons, giving heat only slowly to the lattice but frequently back to the electrons. This effect is particularly strong in InP because of the wide energy gap between acoustic and optical phonon branches. The slowing may be compounded by increased screening or by laser heating, as seen by comparing the rise lifetime at 15 K with that at 80 K. The rise at 80 K

![Graph of Diffused Signal vs. Time](image)

FIG. 5. High-fluence ($2.1 \mu\text{J/cm}^2$) transient-grating curves. Values of $q$ are $1.26 \times 10^8 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (diamonds), $3.77 \times 10^8 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (squares), and $5.28 \times 10^9 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (circles). Lines are least-squares fits to Eq. (2) with $B = 0$. Higher-$q$ curves rise more quickly, indicating that carrier motion is diffusive even at short times. The diffusion coefficient of the rising component, $110 \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$, is much faster than the diffusion of the falling component.

In addition to the change in diffusion rate $D_a$ with excitation fluence, the transient-grating signal’s shape changes. Most markedly, at fluences of $0.3 \mu\text{J/cm}^2$ and lower, $S(t)$ acquires an additional component at short times, which appears as a “peak,” shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). Fits to the form of Eq. (2) then require $B \neq 0$.

As fluence increases, the size of the peak decreases relative to the overall signal size [Fig. 6(b)]. This is consistent with the peak arising from the trapping of a fixed number (and therefore a decreasing proportion) of carriers. Because the peak appears at low fluence, where signal is small, we cannot determine whether it diffuses, but we plot its lifetime (the mean over all $q$ measured) in Fig. 6(a). The peak’s lifetime increases with increasing fluence. This slowing may arise from the electrons’ slower thermalization: the cross-section for trapping of high-energy electrons is lower than that for low-energy ones. We believe the peak does not disappear abruptly at high fluence, but its reduced size and its slower decay renders it indistinguishable from the main decay process, $\tau_{\text{fall}}$, due to ambipolar diffusion.

Most important to the present work, the existence of the peak does not introduce any ambiguity into our low-fluence measurements of $D_a$. The ambipolar diffusion takes place during the signal’s slow fall. As Fig. 6(d) shows, after the peak has completely decayed, the slow fall is the signal’s only remaining component.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We performed transient-grating measurements of ambipolar diffusion in $p$-type InP for a wide range of photoexcited carrier densities. Ambipolar diffusion is commonly described by two “rules of thumb”: that $D_a$ is controlled by the minority carriers or by the less-mobile carriers; in a $p$-type sample, both cannot simultaneously be true. In fact when $n \ll p_0$, at low fluence, $D_a$ is always nearly $D_e$. Our measurements in this regime revealed diffusion that increases strongly with $n$ due to the electrons’ degeneracy.

As $n$ increases, our measurements reach a regime of intermediate density where $D_a$ is proportional to hole mobility but strongly enhanced by the factor $\mu_h/\mu_e$. Here, the ambipolar diffusion levels off, but the several-picosecond rise of the transient grating’s amplitude reveals the distinct and much faster ambipolar diffusion of holes and hot electrons. The rise diffusion reaches $110 \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$, due largely to the effect of heating on the electrons’ susceptibility $\chi_e$.

We presented a simple calculation that assumes local charge neutrality and neglects the density-dependence of carrier mobilities. This calculation reproduces the salient features of our data—$D_a$’s initial rise and subsequent leveling off—provided one accounts for the electrons’ degeneracy through $\chi_e$. It also reproduces the $D_a$ seen by Zhao and...
Paget et al. in more lightly doped $p$-type samples, which are level and falling, respectively, over a broad range of excited densities.

At yet higher electronic density, Eq. (6) (Fig. 3) predicts that $D_n$ will increase with $n$ for any temperature or doping level. At such high fluence, $D_n$ may be dominated by the less-mobile carriers, but this regime in $p$-type samples has yet to be observed.

Previous optical measurements have not seen diffusion of degenerate minority carriers, even though—as is evident from Fig. 4(b)—optical experiments routinely excite electronic densities corresponding to $E_{\text{EF}}/k_B \geq 300$ K, and experiments with amplified lasers reach densities far higher. Rather, electronic degeneracy is usually obscured by the crossover to hole-dominated diffusion that begins when $n_h \ll n_l$. Diffusion coefficients under conditions of heavy doping and high injection are important to the operation of many semiconducting devices. Our transient-grating measurement highlights the important role of degeneracy in determining diffusivity, even for minority carriers.
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20. The diffusion is indeed larger at the peaks than in the troughs, but numerical simulations confirmed that this effect modifies the grating’s decay rate by no more than 4%.
38. J. Poortmans and V. Arkhipov, Thin Film Solar Cells (Wiley, 2006), Chap. 5.
40. In $p$-type material, $D_n \approx D_p/2$ provided $\sigma_p \gg \sigma_n$ and $\lambda_0 \approx \lambda_{p}$; the latter requires low doping and high temperature.